
Stealth Pivot 
►Size: 170 mm x 41 mm x 25 mm
►Designed for doors up to 75 kg
►Offset axis 80 or 178mm axis position
►Swing operation: 180°
►1-way 90° or 2-way 180° configurable
►-90° 0° +90° open/hold positioning
►Magnetic positioning accessory + 1-way accessory
►High-tech closing technology with Suspa gas springs
►Adjustable closing force 300N - 400N
►Maintenance free design

Stealth Pivot 
Swing operation:
180° swing operation with a silent 90° hold function in both swing directions -90° 0° +90°. Optional magnetic 1-way & 2-way door 
positioning accessories are included in the Basic and complete set. 

Minimum pivot point distance:
Offset axis: ►Modular axis point: 80 mm or 178 mm

Closed door positioning (0°)
The self-closing technology will position the door at 0° when installed correctly. The pivot mounts feature a correction & adjustability 
system with hexagonal bolts to fine-tune the panels position at 0° after installation.

Joint dimensions:
The advised joint dimensions are based on 
a completely square opening. 

►Top 12.5 mm and bottom 11 mm
►Left and right: 5 mm

Portapivot & Stealth Pivot are registered trademarks / Stealth Pivot is patented technology - 01/06/2017

Basic - € 430 ex. VATEssential - € 370 ex. VAT Complete - € 460 ex. VAT



Stealth Pivot XL
►Size: 270 mm x 41 mm x 25 mm
►Designed for doors up to 150 kg
►Offset axis 1/3 or central axis position
►Swing operation: 180° or 360°
►1-way 90° or 2-way 180° or 360° configurable
►-90° 0° +90° open/hold positioning
►Magnetic positioning accessory + 1-way accessory
►High-tech closing technology with Suspa gas springs
►Adjustable closing force 300N - 400N - 500N
►Maintenance free design

Stealth Pivot XL 
Swing operation:
Configurable 180° or 360° swing operation with a silent 90° hold function in all swing directions -90° 0° +90°. Optional magnetic 
1-way & 2-way door positioning accessories are included in the Basic and complete set. 

Minimum pivot point distance:
Offset axis: ►1/3 of the door width -50 mm up to the center
Central axis: ►Central axis positioned doors can swing 180° or 360°. The swing operation is set at 180° out of the box, but

can be switched to 360° by simply removing the S90 locking plate with 2 screws on both hinges.

Closed door positioning (0°)
The self-closing technology will position the door at 0° when installed correctly. The pivot mounts feature a correction & adjustability 
system with hexagonal bolts to fine-tune the panels position at 0° after installation.

Joint dimensions:
The advised joint dimensions are based on a completely square 
opening. 

►Top 12.5 mm and bottom 11 mm
►Left and right: 5 mm

Portapivot & Stealth Pivot are registered trademarks / Stealth Pivot is patented technology - 01/06/2017

Basic - € 530 ex. VATEssential - € 430 ex. VAT Complete - € 560 ex. VAT



About Portapivot

Portapivot is a Belgian brand, created and engineered by the designers of ANYWAYdoors. 

Anyway was founded in 1995 and specializes in high-end, made-to-measure interior doors and wardrobe products.

Portapivot offers its products as made-to-measure, self-assembly kits, designed specifi cally for interior professionals.

Supporting local crafstmanship

We believe in a production philosophy where we combine the strength of our technology and designs with local craftsmanship 
from all over the world.

We encourage our professional clients to source the required fi nishing materials at local partners and therefore support the 
local economy.

Any professional who is capable of assembling kitchens, closets, doors or windows, has the required skills to measure, order, 
assemble and install our products. We designed Portapivot with special attention in regards to assembly and installation. All 
the necessary hardware and accessories are included in our made-to-measure kits.

We sell our products directly from manufacturer to the professional craftsman, with worldwide shipping & delivery by Fedex. 
ExWorks shipping as available if you prefer to use your own carrier service.

Portapivot & Stealth Pivot are registered trademarks / Stealth Pivot is patented technology - 01/06/2017

The Belgian manufacturer ANYWAYdoors received multiple international design awards for its "pivoting room dividers”, equipped with Stealth Pivot XL hinges.
Stealth Pivot is patented technology.

Stealth Pivot Awards
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